We are a family, and the World is our home.
In the new economic environment of the world, the economic interests of our clients’ business depend on the expertise, influence and quality of legal advisers. Our members represent the best, most experienced and respected law firms in their countries. We are confident that our clients will receive legal services tailor made for them.

We are very happy about the strong personal and professional relationships we have developed with both our clients and colleagues.

We know from hard facts that clients prefer to deal with legal networks that are able to work in anywhere in the world and have close international ties.

Last but not least I would like to thank our member firms for being a valuable part of our network.

Sincerely Yours,

Fahri Toga
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PraeLegal by its really wide Global Legal Network provides unrivaled access to expertise and invaluable connections on the ground. It provides your access to every market and we provide you the best situation that you need. We are supporting your ambitions and achieving successful outcomes.

The attorneys in PraeLegal Iran (that was known as Farjam Law Office earlier) have decades of experiences in resolving and defending cases involving wide range of legal matters. PraeLegal Iran operates from Tehran, and 3 big cities of Iran: Karaj, Shiraz, and Bushehr. Our strength is Our People. We are proud of our diverse legal team and their ability to create innovative legal strategies that produce advantageous in results. Focused on achievements, our professionals at all sectors bring together their expertise around a common object, supporting your concerns.
Dr. AbuMohammad Asgarkhani

Over past 30 years, besides academic practice on International Relations, Dr. AbuMohammad Asgarkhani has worked as legal advisor in international legal matters especially in *international commercial law* and *dispute settlement mechanisms in international commerce*. Moreover, He has invaluable experiences in *Maritime Law*, *Investment Laws*, and *Shipping Law*.

AbolFazl Entezari

AbolFazl Entezari started in his profession as Judge on Crimes, and finally took one of the highest places in Iran’s Judiciary System. He served as Deputy President of Governmental Sanctions Organization on Economic Crimes for near to 5 years, and as a *Judge of The Supreme Court*, then *Deputy Attorney General of Iran*. Nowadays, besides teaching judges at Faculty of Judicial and Administrative Sciences of the Judiciary of Iran, he is practicing law as an Attorney at Law and Legal Advisor. He has some *published books* at *Criminal Procedures and Penal Laws*, and tens of essays at the same fields.

Yahya Rayegani

**Managing Partner**

Yahya Rayegani, L.L.M., is specialized in Iranian Civil Law, *Company & Corporate Governance Law*, *Cross-border Commercial and Financial Transactions Law*. He acquired experiences serving as *Judge on Economic Crimes* relating to *Banking and Customs*, and *smuggling*. He is Local Contributor to some international projects such as: *The World Bank*’s “*Doing Business*” annual Reports, and “*The World Justice Project: Law Enforcement*”. 
Mas’ud Arvanaghi

Mas’ud Arvanghi, L.L.M., is specialized in Trade Law, and Laws and Regulations in regard to Land Ownership in Iran. He practices law as an Attorney at Law, Legal Advisor, and Arbitrator on trade disputes at Iranian Chamber of Commerce.

Dr. Hamid Bagherzadeh

Dr. Hamid Bagherzadeh is a young specialized lawyer in Maritime, Aviation, and Contracts Laws. He has published academic books at Civil Procedure, and Auctions and Tenders. He is teaching at some Universities besides professional law practice as Attorney at Law. He got great experiences serving as the Head of Legal affairs of IKA International Airport, and Investment and Development Directory of IKA, and as Legal advisor to Iranian Shipping Lines Company.

Fatemeh Bagherzadeh

Managing Assistant

Fatemeh Bagherzadeh, L.L.M., had worked for the Main Office of Ratification of Statements and Regulation of Legal Deputy of Judiciary, where she participated in drafting of some statements for Law processing in the Parliament. She joined Farjam Law Firm in 2007 as a trainee and became a full-right lawyer in 2009. Her main working areas are: Construction Law, Construction Contracts, E.P.C (Engineering, Procurement, Construction and Start-up Contracts), Company Law, and Arbitration, Commercial Law issues including purchase orders, L.Cs, Guarantees, and Export Licenses.
Javad BaharShanjani

Javad BaharShanjani served as the Head of Legal Affairs and Representative of “Iranian Social Security Organization” at Iranian Parliament, and the Secretary of High Council of “Iranian Social Security”, and Legal Advisor to the organization’s huge Investment Company for 30 years. He published some collections of Laws and Rules relating to Social Security, Labor, and Employer’s Rights. He served as the head of Iranian high level Legal Teams to Iran’s Delegation to “Iran-United States Claims Tribunal, Hague-Netherlands”.

Vahid BehzadiAsl


Zahra Bagheri

Zahra Bagheri, L.L.M. in International Business Law, Acquired excellent academic records and demonstrates strong intellectual ability. She is skilled in International Commercial Law, especially commercial contracts, sale, carriage and insurance of goods, with additional qualifications as a commercial contract negotiator, combined with the ability to settle complex disputes via negotiation, arbitration and mediation.
Sedigheh Joroghi

Sedigheh Jaroghi is practicing law as Attorney at Law and Legal Advisor in Banking Drafts, Trade Marks, and Intellectual Properties: registering and litigation. She has great Experience in Finance and Banking sector, Pawn matters, and enforcement of related contracts. She practices in Family Law too.

Hassan Mokhtari

Hassan Mokhtari, L.L.M. in Criminology and Criminal Law, has lectured and worked in some legal positions since 1990. He has experiences in Consumer Protection Regulations, Property Registration, Industrial and Intellectual Rights, and Company Laws and Regulations. He worked as a Judge on Economic Crimes and Consumer Rights at Governmental Sanctions on Economic Crimes Organization until 2011.

Jafar Moradi

Jafar Moradi, Master of Law in Criminology and Criminal Law, has lectured and published some books relating to the Economic Crimes and Consumer Protection. He served as the Head of Legal Affairs at Iranian Governmental Sanctions Organization on Economic Crimes that gave him great experiences relating to Consumer Protection, and sanctions on Smuggling. He practices law as an Attorney at Law and Arbitrator in Iranian Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Reza Najaflou

He practices law as Attorney at Law and Legal Advisor, besides lecturing in some universities. He published some books and essays inside and outside of Iran such as: “The Principle of Justice and its Role in Interpretation of Contracts”, “The position of good intention in the interpretation of contracts”. He served as Legal Advisor at National Research Center of Iranian “Standards Institute” and Secretory at Dispute Settlement Courts of Karaj.

Dr. Sirous Shahriyari

Sirous Shahriyari. P.H.D in Private Law, is practicing Law in all aspects of it, with a team of Lawyers in Bushehr County, south of Iran. Bushehr is the most important Port of Iran in Persian Gulf, and the main gate of the country to the world trade. His Knowledge and experience, made him as a well-reputed lawyer there, a main Member of the Board of Directors at Bushehr Bar Association, and Head of Educational Commission of it, besides lecturing at Bushehr I. A. University.

Dr. Erfan Shams

Dr. Erfan shams is specialized in public contracts and also PPP contracts in Iran. His main major is public and regulatory law, and his services include a wide range of areas, especially negotiating, managing, and drafting contracts with the win approach. His 10 years’ experience of working with public and private sectors has made him a trustable lawyer in contractual issues of Legal entities.
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